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TEXT DESCRIPTION:

1 The Adelphi Cemetery is apparently called “Green Summit Cemetery” for those who may use Google Maps, or some other map 
program, to find it. But, Google Maps will certainly find it if you just put in “Adelphi, Ohio cemetery”

However, it is my understanding that there are 4 cemeteries in Adelphi, so you just need to watch what your results are if you just 
plug “Adelphi, Ohio Cemetery” into your map program. 

2 The cemetery is located on the WEST side of Adelphi, and on the NORTH side of Route 180..You REALLY can't miss it.

FOR THOSE OF YOU UNSURE HOW TO GET TO ADELPHI:

1 Coming out of Circleville, take Rt 56 EAST 

2 Once you drive past the Circleville Dairy Shed (the happiest place on earth) going out of Circleville at the intersection of Kingston 
Pike and Route 56, you will STAY on Route 56.  You will then pass:
a). a 4-way stop.
b). a 4-way stop at the intersection of  Rt 56 and Route 159.
c)  Another 4-way stop, and
4). Just before you come into Laurelville, you will round a corner going to your left, and Rt 180 will come into RT 56 from the 
RIGHT. There isn't any stop sign on Route 56 at the intersection of Route 180 and Route 56.

HINT: From the Circleville Dairy Shed,  it is @ 13.9 miles into Adelphi

3 Turn RIGHT on to Rt 180 and go up the hill into Adelphi. 

You will come to another 4-way stop at Adelphi at an intersection where a there is a large bar on the LEFT side.  It is called “Alibi's
Bar and Grill”. 

4 Turn RIGHT on Route 180. The Adelphi Green Summit Cemetery will be @  .6    (point six)  miles from that intersection.

5 Should you need “something” that early in the morning, or even after the ceremony, you could miss the turn to 180 going into 
Adelphi and go straight into Laurelville. There you would find a:

1. gas station (should be open, and is the only gas station for several miles)
2. a grocery store (should be open) 
3. And a Family Dollar (should be open).
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 How to get to Adelphi Green Summit Cemetery:

Green Summit 
Cemetery

AdelphiRoute 180 to Route 56 
and then

 LEFT back to Circleville
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Some General Parking areas at Adelphi Green Summit Cemetery:

To  Adelphi

The Band will be here,
 in the shade close to

the flag pole

Parking

Parking in the grassy area 
next to 180 both inside and 

outside the cemetery
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